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0. Introduction 
A pointed connected topological space is stable if it is pointed shape eguivakmt 
to a p&ted CW c - wqAex An inverse system of pointed connected CYV complexes, 
bonded by pointed homotopy classes, is stable if it is isomorphic in prollomotopy 
to a single pointed complex. In [O], [5] and [cj], ID. A. EZdwards and the author 
proved theorems characterizing stability in these senses. In [2] L. Demers proved 
one of these theorems independently, by a different method. Those proofs were not 
elementary; especially in the algebraic characterization of stability by ;_,onditions on 
the homotopy pro-groups, ([4, 6)) use was made of abstract tools which made it 
difficult to “see” why the theorems were true. Even after Dydak showed ([3], see 
Lemma 2,3 below) that the use of a spectral sequence in [6] was unnecessary, the 
proofs available were rather abstract. 
We give here complete elementary proIfs of these theorems (Theorems 2.1? 3.1, 
5.1 and 5.2) using only the most b;isic facts about CW complexes and homotpy 
groups, as found in Chapter 7 of [ 131. In requiring compkteness, it is inevitable that 
we include proofs of some lemmas that are already in the literature. In particular, 
the only new element in the proof of the finite-dimensional Whitehead I 
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Section 1 is (perhaps) its brevity, and in Section 2, Dydak’s jimphfying lemma is 
c:rucial. C)un contribution, then, is primarily in the proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 3.1, 
We also include Theorem 4.1, on the connection between pcbinted and unpointed 
stability, which has not appeared before. 
Shortly after the lectures on which this paper is based were gir.en, Dydak’s 
ithorough survey [3] (appeared. Ahernative simplified proofs of the stability 
theorems can be found there, but we believe they are sufficiently different (and in 
some ways less elementary) to justify publication of this paper. 
[I am grateful to S. MardeSiE, whose invitation to prepare these lectures forced 
me to lock for elementary proofs of the stability theorems,] 
1. Pro-categories and the Whitehead Thesrem 
11. directed set is a set A together with a relation G which is reflexive, transitive 
and such that if a! and cy ’ are irl A, there is some cy V E A such that M s a” and 
CK’ :d a”. An inwrse system in a cz tegory C consists of a directed set A, an object X= 
of C for each 0 E A, and a morplism pQut : X,,+ )“rl, of C for each cy and a ’ with 
cy s> cy ‘, satsfying: (i) paa = 1, the identity morphism of X=, and (ii) pQpfV = pap.opo.fQw 
whenever cy < cy i s CP’ . We will st ppress reference to the morphisms pPQ. (which 3re 
called the bonds of the inverse sy: tern) and denote the system by {dXa}orEA, or simply 
by {Xa] if the context specifies the directed set. Incommutative diagrams, we will 
usualiy leave unmarked those arrows which represent bonds. 
Let C be a category. We define the category pro-C by: 
CbEIJECTS: In aerse systems in C indexed by directed sets. 
MOI?H-IISMS: If (X,}aEA and (Y } p PEE are objects, consider pairs (6, {f’}) where 
8 : B 4 A is a function and fa X&, --, Ys is a morphism of C, such that if p G p’, 
there exists c’ E A so that the following diagram commutes: 
We say (0, {fo}) and (V, if;}) are equivalent if given ,B E B there exists ar E A SO 
that O(p), 0Q3) < 1 (Y and the following diagram commutes: 
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(This is an eqrlivalence relation). We define a morphism f : (X,J --+ { Yp) to be an 
equivalence class of pairs (oj (ss}). 
Composition : {Xa) -I, ( Yp} Jk {Zy). . 
If f is represented by (& {fp )) and g by (4, {g,}) then g of is represented by 
(0 0 4, {f&t g,}). This composition law k associative. 
Identity : 1: (>:a}-* (Xp} is represented by (1, {lx,]). 
The class of morphisms from (X*} to { Yp} is in 1 : 1 correspondence with the set 
15 liz{C(X& Y,)}. HIenee pro-C is a category. 
B a 
We regard C as a (full) subcategory of pro- C, by iderltifying an object X of C 
with the inverse system (X} (indexed by the one-point directed set), and a 
morphism f :X-+ Y of C with the morphism of pro-C generated by (1, {f}). 
If T : C --) D is a functor, there is an obvious extension of r to a functor: 
pro-C 3 pro-D. We also denote this extension by 7: 
Pro-categorifes were introduced by Grothendieck [g] and were stuclied systemati- 
cally by Artin and Mazur [ 1; Appendix]. Those authors allowed indexing categories 
more general than directed sets, but Edwards and Hastings [7; Ch. 21 have shown 
that one can always restrict attention to directed se& without loss of generality. 
A morphis’m (X:),,, +{ Y&,,, of pro-C is ,spcciaZ if it is represented by 
(1, {gk)) and the following diagram commutes whenever y s y’ 
We denote it by 
{X:““, Y;}+O. 
The next le.mma is due to MardeSi6 193; see also [ 1; p. SO]. 
Lemma 1.1. A morphism f : {Xa},ciA -+ {Y,3)pEa can be replaced, up to islomsrpbrism 
of domain and range, by a special morphism. 
Proof. Let f be represented by (O,{fa}). Let
G= Eor some CY’ with \tw’a O(p) and a’aa 
Ihe following diagram commutes. 
xx *c------------- .X~’ 
. 
\ 
/ 
x3,@, 
/ 
f&P Jf B 
YP 
G is a directed set under the partial ordering gns s gol+@# if and only if (Y s CY I, p s 10’ 
anci the following diagram commutes 
If y = gap E G, let Xi= Xa, Yi= Y@, gi= goa. Then (X:),,, and { Y:)yE13 are 
objects g = {X, ’ -% Y :) is a special morphism and there are obvious isomorphisms i 
and i making the following diagram commute: 
The next lemma is due to Morita [HI. 
emma 1.3, A special morphism (X0 A Y,) f EY an is,qmorphism if and only if 
$a every Q! there exist O(a) 2 cw axd g, making the foELow;rog diagram commute : 
roof. “Only if” is obvious. 
“If”: by hypothesis (and a diagram chase) (0, {~a}) defines’ a morphism. Once this 
is shown, we have obviously an inverse for f. 63 
Now specialize; lert C = I$,, the category of pointed connected CW complexes 
arrd pointed homotopy classes of maps. We ~~upvss base points ccmsisterrtly. If 
f : X 3 Y is a (pointed) map, its (pointed) homotopy da33 is [f] : X -+ Y. 
3. A special morphism {Xa ‘3 YaJ in pro-P& is QIZ isomorphism if and 
only if for each Q there a, and maps r and h making &e following 
diagram commute up to 
’ Irl order ao avoid excessive subscripts, it is a convenient abuse of notation to label a morphism 
between! indexed objects by the range index only; an example is g:, in Lemma t 2. We vvill do this oken. 
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(Here [p ] arrd [q ] are bonds ; M(j) is the reduced mclpping cylinder of f). 
Proof. “If” follows from Lemma 1.2. To prove “only if” choose Q as in Lemma 1.2;; 
let H : Xec,, X I + YQ be such that H( l ,O) = fa op., H( l r 2) = q aj& and H (base 
point x I) = base point; define Y by r([x, t]) = [p(x), 2t] if 0 =S t G f , r([x, t]) = 
[H(x,2t - l)] if 4 C t C 1, and ~([y]) = [q(y)]; define 12 to be the composition 
where ga comes from 1.2. 
Given a diagram of maps which commutes up to (pointed) homotopy 
a map of triads 
is asrociated with the bonds if it agrees with p and q at the X- and Y- ends of the 
mapping cylinders. In the proof of Coroilary 1.3 we have shown that associated 
maps always exist. 
Lemma 1.4. fiben (xa 2 Ya} in pro-&, suppose (nk (xw:)2 rk (I:*)} is dm 
isom~r~?lism in pro-Groups fop all k G n. Thert fur euery u” there exist:s: !?(a, 12) 3 CE 
and maps h and r making the following diagram commute up to @inted ) humoiopy 
P 
I_ 
=JG(c:~. n) 
R. Gtwghegan 
PrcEof. Represent the homotopy classes by cellula’r map! fa, p, 9 etc, Then each 
(M(ja ); X.7, IL ) is a CW triad. The hypothesis implies that, @en a! and k a 1, there 
exist y 3 /3 3 QI and homomorphisms u and 6, making the followilrrg triangles 
cornmUG;: 
Choose maps 
associated with the bonds. Piecing together, one obtains the foliowing commutat~~ve 
diagram 
whose horizontal rows are exact. It is easy to check that the composite homomor- 
phism nk (Ml&), Xt) --) rk (MYg), X*) is zero. Letting y = q%(ar, k) we have found 
for each o! and k, a map r, : M (f&, k)) 4 M& ) associated with the bonds which 
induces zero on the kth relative homotopy group. 
Pick, by induction, cyo = CK, (Ye = 4(cu0, n), (Ye = +(a,, n - I), . . . , a, = tf&-~, 1). 
We vvill show that LY, is the required @(a, n ). I: M(Pa;) --) Mcf,,) is homotopic 
rel X,, to a cellular map s,, such that sa,(M(fuJo) C X& (because of connected- 
ness),. By induction, we can find cellular maps s,, : M&J-, M&J homotopic rel 
xa. to Y,, 0 l * ’ 0 ?&_, such that s,, (M(J~Jn-G.) 61& (because r,, induces zero on the 
(n - k),’ relative homotopy group). s, is the required map r and its restriction is the 
requirled map h. q 
The dimension of {Xa} is sup, dim X4. The homotopy dimensh’m of (Xa} is 
inf(dimension {Xk} 1 {Xk} is 1. .,nnorphic in pro-& to (Xa}}. 
Now we can deduce the Whitehead Theorem, due to ori& (111 whose vital 
contribution w9s the deceptively simple emma 1.2. Lemmas I.3 and 1.4 are 
standard and appear !n various forms in the proofs of lesq satisfactory ‘Whitehead 
theorems in [12, 53, 41, as well as in [II]. 
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Let f : {x&E* --* ( Yp}pEB file a morphism of pro-H,, which induces 
isomorphism~ of pro-Groups 1~~ (Xa)}-+ {VQ (Yfi)) for all k c n -t U. I Supp~9se (Xa } 
and ( Yp) have homotopy dimension =G n. Then f is an isomorphism of pro-Ho. 
B-O&. Assume {Xu} and ! YL$} have dimension s n without loss of generality. Then 
apply 1.1, 1.2, ~3 and 1.4. Cl 
Remark. The proof of Theorem 1.5 works under the weaker as~umptisn that 
f# : {vk (X#&(~~ (Yp)} is an Isomorphism for k s n and has a rigCrt inverse for 
k = y1+ 1. With more care, olle can prove Theorem 1.5 urrd.er the weaker 
hypothesis that f induces isomorphisms for all k s n ; see [3]. 
2. Characterizing stabi!ity in terms of homotopy pro-groups 
An object of pro-C is stable if it is isomorphic to an object of C’. The following 
theorem characterizes stable objects of pro-HO. It is a slight generalization (in the 
Ii&L of [:ll]) of a theorem of D.A. Edwards and the author [6]. 
Theorem 2.1. Let {Xa} be an object of pro-HO of finite homotopy dimens,ion such 
that for each k 3 1 (?~k (Xa )) is stable. Then (X,) is stable. 
F’irst we need three lemmas. 
Lemma 2.2. Leb {Gp} be an object of ~ro-G:o~,.., Ilnc; let CJ be ilts inzlerse limit and let 
p : 53 -+ (G,) be the projection morphism. If (G,) is stable, then p is an isomorphismt. 
Proof. Struightforward: left to reader. 0 
The next lemma is due to J. Dydak [3] and is an important step in achieving a 
simple proof of Theorem 2.1. 
Lemma 2.3. In Theorem 2.1, we may assume without loss of gcnenllity ithat {X* } is 
indexed by the natural numbers. 
Proof. ht (XJ be indexed by A. Choose a0 E A arbitrarily. Then by induction 
choose cy, E A so that for each k, 1 s k s n, the r~ exist ho morr.iorplrisms g 2, _ I 
making the fo’,!owing diagram commute: 
272 R. Geo&egun 
ere {pt} generate the p&jection morphism pit :e{~k (Xa)}- - ~[‘rrk (JL)} which is 
an isomorphism by 2.2$ By 1.2: we have, forS each k 2 I, an isomorphism 
/? k : & (flk (;“1’, ))-+ (nit (a%&,)} generated by (&}. Let f : (XI)-, {AT,,} he the 
morp&ism of pro-HO genirated by (inclusion 
commutes for all k 3 3: i 
, (Ix,,}j. Then the following diagram 
, 
. 
Since pk and ,5’ are isom&phisms, so is the morphism f# (induced by f). By 1.5, f is 
an ispmorphism in pro-& 
convention. All (Latin) Indexing letters ranges over the directed set of natural 
numbers. I 
An inverse system ir.dexe’d by the natural numbers will be called a tower. 
emma 2.4. Let {G,} be a stable tower in pro-Groups. ?%en there is a ctbfinal tower 
{G,,} wi.fh bonds {fL : tTnk + &_,} such that the induced fow~‘r {G,, /ker fk-,} w 
bonded by isomorphisms when k 2 3, and is isomorphic tci {G,,) in pro-Groups. 
roof. Let {G,} be isomorphic to the group G. Using 1.2, pick {&} so that the 
upper half of the diagrs!mjbelow is well-defined and commutes. Then the lower ha&f 
also commutes, where t/he vertical homomorphisms are projeccians, and the 
slanting homomorphisms come from. the Noether Isomorphism Theorem. A 
diagram chase shows that for k > 2 fi is onto, while for k > 3 7, is one-to-one. Thns 
{G,, /ker fi: -,} is isomorphjc to {G,}, by Lemma 1.2. 1 
i . 
, we need only 
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q <: m, and such that (7~ ( )) is stable, By Lemma 2.4 there is a cokna! tower (X”;) 
SUCK that if (T,~(X,,)} has bonds -$j ikc:; t.2;~ induced tower (7i;n (Xn, j/&r 1; _ )} is 
isomorphisms when k 2 3. Form complexes Xq, by attaching (m -t I)- 
to kill ke&(k 2 2). Extend the bond Xfl, + Xn,_, toI Xn, in the obvious 
fashion, and obtain thf* following commutative diagram: 
Thus {X”t}ka3 is isomorphic to {X,,} (by i.2) and is su ch that {q (X”,)} is bonded by 
isomorphims if q G nz. 
Wow suppose (X”} has homotopv dimension d C 0 and has stabie {/IQ (X”)) for 
each k 2 1. By repeated use of the inductive step just dcscnbed, we may assume 
that (X,J is representled by pointed cellular bonding maps fn-* : X,, -+ Xn,_, such thaa 
fH -1 induces isomorphisms ‘or, (X&+ n, (XR+) for q s d + n - 3 and dim Xn == 
d + n - 1. By standard homotopy thkc:.y ([13], 7~5~23) there are pointed cellulat 
maps g, making the following diagram commute up to pointed homotopy: 
x, d-l _ 
(Xt”’ denotes the (d - l)-skeleton of XI, etc.; we may assume d > 0 as the case 
d = 0 is trivial.) 
Let M(gr,) be the reduced mapping cylinder of & We will1 show that {Xn) is 
somorphic in pro-& to the complex X obtained by identifying the 1 -end of M(g, j 
l,vith the O-end of M(gk,*), rk 3 2. Here is a picture of X. 
base 
, point 
identified 
is connected. 
r . w. Gecgkegm 
First we define mbps pB : X + X,, such that pn and fn opn-l are (pointed) 
homotopic. For each; k let H,.+ : .%$f:$--” X I-+ &-, be a (pointed) homotopy 
between ikWl (at levels)) and fk 0 ik og, (at level 1). Define pm piecervise on each 
(W&)\ Xk 6+k-2) g: X is fohows: for each x E XrfZ:-” andI 0 g t < 1 let \ 
p,I ([x, t]:, = i 
I 
in og, 0 l l l 0 g& (x ), if k s n:, 
HI (x, 0, if Bc = n:+l, i 
f no l l •ofk-Z~Hk-t(x, f), if Bc B n + 2. 
i 
The required homoiopy between pn and fs apn+l is defined piecewise on 
(~f(gk)\X;f+k-2) x I C 8 X I as follows 
: I&&? 
( 
ifksn 9 
lG([x, t], s) =: El& (x, (1 - t)s + t), if k =n+l, 
Y 
1 f “O ’ ’ e 0 fk_20&&q t), if k z= tt + 2. 
Thus {~II} induces a morphism p : X-+ {Xn} of pro-Ho. 
p fnduces isomorphisms ‘prk (X)+ {ns, (Xn)} for all k. To see this, observe that 
g l ?rk (,:+n-2) n+i# l * w( (X$r-‘) is an isomorphism for k G d + n - 3: thus the 
slanting maps in the following commutative diagram indu:ce isomorphisms on Ink 
for k=Sd+n-3: i 
d+n-2 
X” 
so pn induce:; isomorphisms on 7rk for k :d d -+- n - 3. 
Next we define a (pointed) map 4’ so that the upper triangle of the following 
diagram commutes (the outer square is already known to commute in Ho): 
xd+* 6s 
4 - x2+, 
dim X4 == d i- 3, q’ is defined on the (d + 2)-skeleton to agree with g5 and extends to 
the remaining (L!+ 3)icells because the square commutes and f4 induces a 
monomorphism on pi+*. Since i, and g5 induce isomorphisms on W& when 
k s d -I- I, so does 4 ‘. Sjnce fn * IVCCS isomsrphisms on wk where k 6 d f I for aij 
n a 4, &he morphism of! prct- 
{ ?r4 (xl)) + nk (pr’)} for !a11 
by q’, induces isomurphisms 
k 
et its inverse be s. T 
4 0 s is a right Ir! verse hisms of ah honnotopy 
pro-groups, 41 Q ,s 0 p : ism for all k. Standard 
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homotapy theory ([13], U.23) implies (q 0 s) “p is an isomorphism of 
be the inverse of (q 0 s)o,p we have 
&s)“p = do(q+q!P(qos)op = to(4 QS)?p = 3. 
So p is an isomorphism of pro-H,. Kl 
Appendix to Section1 2 
It is a hypothesis of Theorem 2.1 that each (7rk (Xa i) is isomorphic to a group in 
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pro-Groups. The apparently weaker hypothesis that each {7rk (X*)) be dominated. 
by a group, i.s in fact no weaker, as the next lemma shows. Recall that if X and Y 
are objects of a category C, X dominates Y if there are morphisms X & Y such that 
dV.d=ly. 
d 
Lemma 2S It;]. If jG,} is dominated in pro-Groq3.s by a g,roup H, then the 
projection p : i$ { Ga} --j {G_} is an isomorphism in. pro-Groups. 
Pmof. Let {G,} & H be morphisms of pro-lfiroups such that d 0 zl = 1. d 
necessarily factor&es as d = p od’ where d’ : H + @{G,}. Thus p Aus a right 
inverse (d’o u ). Ht is easy to check that (d’o u 10 p is an automorphism of G, and 
hence the identity. D 
Theorem 2.1 is false if the hypothesis of finite homotopy dimension is dropped A 
simple counterexamp!e is the tower {X.l in w~~~r~ XI = S’, X,, = X,, _ I x S”, and 
bond: Xn = X1-1 x S” + X”- 1 is the projection on the first factor. { 3~ (X,)} is clearly 
stable for each k, bu#t if {X,J were stable, {X”} wouid be dominated in pro-& by a 
finite complex (see [4] p. 274), which viou’ld imply that the homology pro-groups 
()il? (X”)} are triviai for large k, which is false. 
Mowever, if we drop the hypothesis1 of finite hognotopy dimension in Theorem 
2.1, we still have the following: 
Theorem 2.6. Let (Xn) be a tower in pro-HO such th!at for each k Z= 1, { YQ (X,,)} is 
dominated by ~1’ group. Then rlhere is an object X of HO, and a morphism i; : X ---* (X,,} 
such that p# : ~fr: (X)+ (nk (X,, )} is an isomorphism of pro-Groups fiw ni! k 2 1. 
Proof. By 2.5 we may assume that each (7~ (X”)} is stable. proceed as in the prijol:’ 
of 2.1 to construct a d&ram which commutes up to pointed homotopy: 
X7-g, Xi 81 --+ x; ----sy . . . 
R. Geoghegan 
where fn--, :Xn -+ Xn-, iktduces isomorphisms 7rq (Xn)+ n, (Xn+) for q G 12 - 2. 
Construct X and p : X -;-, {Xn) as in that proof. a 
For use in Section 3, ‘we note a detail of the proof of 2.6: 
en 2.7. Let {Xi) be a tower in pro& such that for each k 2 1, (ni, (Xnl)) is 
dunGnated by a group. Then {X,,} is isomorphic to a tower {Y,,} in which the-bond 
Y,, + Y,,-, induces isumorphisms q(Y,))+ n, (Y,+) for q c n - 2. 0 
3. CharacterhEn stabill@y in terms of domination: the point 
The main theorem ofi this section is 
Theorem 3.1. Let {X,)ibe an object gf pro-HO which is dominated by an object of 
Ho. Then (XJ cc .ctab@. 
* 
This theorem is due independently . to Demers [2] and to D.A. Edwards and the 
author [Q]. 
First we need a lemmk concerning pro-categories which allows US to assume {Xol) 
is a tower. 1 
Lemma 3.2. Let C be &ateg~ry, and let the object Q of C domirxzte (in pro-C) the 
object (X*) t?f pro-C’. rhelq fXJ is isomorphic to tl tower. 
roof. Let Q 4 (X0!} G SW& that d 0 u = 1. Then given a, there exist rS(ar) and 
U, such that the fohoying diagram commutes: 
urn odL3(P, 
da; ‘\ 
Q 
U, 1 
$ dwa) 
xcx ’ bond 
7( 1 @(a) 
and 2.4, 0d4faJ = u 0 d fat all a. Then, by 1.2, {Xp} is isomorphic to the object {Y,} in 
which every Yp is Q and every bond is u 0 d. Since u Q d * u 0 d = u ad, { Ya) is 
isomorplhic to the towqr 
1 
i 
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that fn+ : n, ( n, (XE,-l) is an isomorphism for 19 s ye - 2, where fn- 1 is a 
&{X”} 
nting a bond of (YJ. 
be such that d 0 u = 1. Let Q and 2.4 be represented by pointed 
maps ct, : b 3 Xn and U, : X”+, -+ Q such that in the following dizgram the outer 
square and lower triangle commute up to pointed homotopy: 
x, 4 j xn+1 ’ 
n 
We construct a complex isomorphic to {X$ by attaching r:ells to Q. Let Q = Q1. By 
induction on k, assume we have attached cells to Q ef dimension s k to form Qk, 
and have extended the maps cl, to maps d:: Qk *X, such that fn+odf: and dz-l 
are pointed homotopic and dk, induces a monomorphism on 7rq whenever 9 5~ k - 1 
and yz Z= k + 1. Form Qk+f by attaching (k + 1)“cells to Qk to ki;. the kernel of 
dkk+w : flk (Qk )-+ rk (&+z). Then d kk+2 clearly extends to a map d :I: : Qk+, -3 Xk+z 
which induces a monomorphism OII 7s, for 4 s k. Because f” is a (k + 1) 
equivalence if tz 3 k + 2, we can extend d: to d :+I : QFL+l  Xn for all n, so that 
U;t_, 0 d ;+‘I = [d :‘:I, and d i+’ induces a monomorphism on rq whenever 4 s k and 
y1 3 k + 2. (This extension is trivial if n s k + 3, and is achieved by induction on n 
using [P3] 7.6.22 when n 3 k -I- 3; we omit details of thlis standard exercise). Let 
QsD= UkQk and let dI:Q ca+ Xn be the final extlensson of d,. In the following 
diagra. $9 the outer square and lower triangle commute up to pointed homotopy : 
Here IA;= _Zirclu~~on)o k,. dz induces i!;omorphisms on rr, for 4 s II - 2. Thus we 
have Q&(X.} in pro-& such that d-0 urn= 1, and such that d”,: n(Q=) 
+{mk(&j} is an isomorphism for all k. Hence i~ro~dC”~vk (Q&-+ rk(Qoc) iS an 
isomorphism for all I:. Hence t([ 13],7.6.23) ua 0 d OD is an isomorphisrn of I&. Letting t 
be the inverse of u =odrn we havce uIDoa’“= ~o~u~~~~)ou~od~- told,lroLym== 1, So 
d” is an isomorphism of pro-E&,. Cl 
3.3. Let I& be the full subcategory of O generated by finite 
complexes. Theorem 3.1 does not carry over 
which is dominated by an object of 
(see PI), 
tc Pi,,; there is a tower in !pro-M,,f 
ot is0 
278 
, 
R. Geoghegan 
; 
Let I# be the category of dW complexes and homotopy classes of maps. It is not 
trulz that an object of pro-@ which is dominated by an object of H is stable. 
(A ssertions to this effect in [s] were retracied - see the published correction, and 
the proof of the corresponding assertion in [2] contains an error.) A counter- 
example has been given by IJydak and Mint [f4]: one takes a certain homomorph- 
ism f : G -+ G (where G is a suitable group) with the property tha’t fof differs from 
f by an Enner automorphism. f induces pointed maps g : K(G, l)-+ K(G, 1) with 
the property that g og is ho!notopic to g in the unpointed sense, but not in th,: 
polinted sense. The tower {X,,.}, in which every Xn = K(G, 1) and every bond is [g], 
is dominated in pro-H by K(G, 1) but is not stable in pro-H. See [ 141 for details. At 
time of writing it is unknownif there is a counter-example {X.} where each Xn it* a 
finite complex: this is of intbrest in shape theory. 
We can hogever prove (for towers) that stabiiity implies pointed stability: 
Thmrem 4.1. Let {(X, x,, )} : be a tower in pro-HO s&z that {X,,} is stable (i~1 
pro-H). Then. {(Xn, x,)} is stable in pro-H,. 
roof. 1%~ 1.2, we may assume given the following &gram of maps, which 
commutes in H, in which bond: X,#+,+ Xn is pointed and Q is a connected 
simplicisl VDmplex (to ensure that bnse points in Q are non-degenerate): 
Rep!ac;E gn by a fibrti;ion, for-n-,in)g the diagrGrir: 
Here i, is a honaolrogy 
otopic to i,, 0 fp,. ( 
ctively to get a diagra 
i,, ‘= g; g;Gfk = bo 
t not a complex.) 
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gh g’ ?I+1 
\ 
X” 4+--r.-------- 
cond X ?l+1 
which commutes up to homotopy, whose lower triangle commutes precisely, and rn 
which jn is a homotopy equivalence. Let q,, = ~L(x,+ J be a base point for Qn. Then 
the following diagra.m of pointed m,aps commutes precisely: 
(Q,, qn) *-=l (Qn+l, q,+J 
(x”, &z) ‘+ bond (xPl+h Xn-Y) 
f Log,‘,, is an unpointed homotopy equivalence (being homotopic to j,,). If the base 
points qn are non-degenerate, f:o g ;+I is a pointed hoinotopy equivalence, and each 
(Q”, q,,) has the pointed homotopy type of (Q, q) for any q E Q, by 72.15 and 7 Ex. 
C5 of [ 131. In that case we are done. l/f the 4”‘s &r-e degenerate, adjoin the O-end of a 
copy of I to each space in the above diagram, extend the maps in the obvious way, 
and use the l-ends as new @n-degenerate) base points. The former argument then ._. 
shows that a tower ((& x’“)}, which is clea+y isomorphic in pro-& to ((X”, x,)}, is 
stable in pro-& _ 0 
Remark 4.2. Using Theorem 4.1, Dydak has extended the result from towers to 
arbitrary objects of pro-& See Theorem 7.3 of 131. 
(5. Stability Theorems On Shape Theery 
pointed connected space 2 if 
(1) there are morphisms of HO, pm : % --3 X‘, such 
CYsp; 
(ii) each morphism of HO, m : 2 --, P (where P is 
m = may,; and 
shat bond~p~ = pa whefiever 
an object of HO) factorizes as 
(iii) if m, 0~~ = rn:o pJ are two factorizations, then *here exists 9 3 cy such that 
m,obonC== m Lobond as morphisms of IJO from X, to P. 
Every pointed topological space Z has a canoraicai o&cr of pro-H, associated 
with it, namely the inverse system built from the nerves of all ope!n locally-finite 
erabie) covers of Z e.xactly one of whose elc:ments contains the base 
Two objects of pro-& are both associated tyith Z if and only if tiley are 
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isomorphic: [IO]. Two pointed spaces Z and 2’ are poir,oted shape equa’u&nt if some 
(and hence any) object of pro-HO associated with Z is isomorphic to aa object 
associated with 2’. ,Z is p&z& shape dominated by Z’ if an dbject associated with 
Z is dominated in pro-& b,y an object associated with i!‘. Note, k this connection, 
that a pointed CW com@r:x is associated with itself, 
We define pro-n& (2) to be the prct-group (7~ (X*)} where {X*) is the canonical 
object of pro-& associated with 2. Up to isomorphism in pro-Groups, any object 
associated with Z would do as well. 
In the unpointed context, similar definitions are made. 
We end by listiq the shape versions of the stability theorems proved in thfs 
paper. 
core A pointed connected space of finite homotopy dimension, whose 
homotopy pri-groups are dominated by gao~ps~. has the pointed shape of pi CVV 
complex. 
roof. This follows from 2.1 and 2.5. For a deEnitiv2 discussion of finite homotopy 
dimension, see Cb. 4 of [3]. CJ 
T’heorem 5.2, A pointed connected space, which is dominatt)d in pointed shape by (1, 
CW complex, has the pointed shape of a CW complex. 
roof. This follows from 3.1 U 
emark 5.3. Theorem 52 says teat (pointed) absolute neighborhood shape re- 
tracts (ANSIP’s), or, in thle compact metric case, (pointed) fundamental absolute 
neighborhood retracts (FANR’s) have the (pointed) shape, of ANR’s. 
In both pointed and unpointed shape theory a compact metric space 
c::tn be dominated by a finite complex without having the shape of a 5nite complex. 
See 3.3, and [5]. 
5.5. A connected space which has the skq~ of a CW complex has the 
pointed shape of a CW complex. 
PP . This follows Yrom 4.1 for compact metric yaces a Jd from 4.2 in general. a 
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